
23 January 1967 

Mr, Olay Felker 
Asaceiate iditer 

Yorid Journal Tribune 
125 Barelay Street 
New York, ReY. 10015 

My dane Er, ¥F mand. : . : hs 

I was intriaued to learn from the artiele i fidaand Warren tes published 
in the migagine section yesterday that Edward Jay Hpatein on his first visit to 
my home seized the opportunity surreptitiously to check the contents of my bock~. 
case, If his “heart dropped" then, it must have lifted by the time he asked me, 
during a subsequent visit, to review the mmuscript of Inquest ‘for aecuracy 
prior to publication of the book. Although a variety ‘of services to Epstein 
and his publisher have been followed on Epstein's part by publie references 
to me invariably denigrating in character, I still regard hie book as having 
unique historical importance, iven his recantation (heralded gleefully at 
regular intervals by a spokesman for the Warren Report), his entry into a_ 
symbiotic relationship with practitioners of "political truth," and his 
deaplicable attacks on critics who have shown him rany kindnesses, do not 
maliify the value of Inquest nor can they rehabilitate the Sis dreditet 
Warren Report. 

So much for idward day Epstein. 

As for Richard “sarren Lewis, the enclosed sovy of my letter to him and his 
fellow-entrepreneur best refutes his insinustions ef avarice and publicity- 
seeking. i do not regard myself as 4 heroine, sung cr unsung, except insofar 
as J succeeded in maintaining civility toward Lewis and his cchort when I 
received them in wy home, despite an imnediate sensation of contamination 
gntering in their wase-~in an intrusion gained under the same falee pretenses 
whieh gave these two charlatans access to the Lime, courtesy, and hospitality 
of the other critics whom they have tried te defame. 

Lewis does not classify as “scavenzers" 4]1 those writers who dsal with the 
assassination but enly these whe gaesticn or challenge the sarren teport. de 
charges them with a "rush for money" knowing full well that the victims of his 
malice, with gerhaps a single exception, are out of pocket by considerable sums 

in pursuit of their research on the case. Apparently his personal ethics and 

experience are such that he cannot even ccnceive the possibility that others may 
ve motivated by «@ disinterasted comaitment to justice or truth. Lewis Goes not 
mention, such less ¢<enaince, the profits earned by books which attempt to 
legitimize the untenable <arren Rerert, published or to be published by 

Gerald Ford, villiam Fanchester, and sesley J, Lisbeler, among others. ay one 
agaume from Lewis's riaHeousnegs, incidentally, that hie article in your 
MAg&sine was unxpaid? 
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widently defense of the discredited warren feport is one qualification for 
isanunity from defamation in the article you published, But it does not escape 
notice that critics of the Keport who enjoy friendship with an eminent editor of 
your paper, or who fraternize with former counsel for the warren Comission, or 
both, have been spared the ridicule, smear, and milice to which less—well-connected 
critics have been treated, 

i turn now to the insinuation that there is something devious in the monitoring 
of cublic broadcasts, Mr. Louls Niver's error with respect te the Mauser was not 
singular but one of many travesties of fact in his radio statement of September 30, 
1966. i circulated an anelysige of his wild inaccuracies among many of my collearues 
and not merely to the critic singled out for mention in the article, That analysis 
is enclosed for your information, together with « comaentary on equally inaccurate 
anc irresponsible pronouncements broadcast by Albert 1. Jenner, Jre, former senior 
counsel to the warren Commission. Kr. Lewis's attenpt to dismias the President's 
dody-recoil on impact of the fatal bullet by alleging the acceleration of the car 
ab the sams moment betrays his kindred capacity for blatant aisrepresentation 
of sstablished fuct. 

i cannot close «without protesting vehemently the felse and malicious description 
in the article of the lovable German shepherd dog with whom I. became acquainted 
recently. This noble animal. received me, and others who were strangers tc hin, 
wth utmost affection and courtesy, That he displayed animus toward Mr. Lewis 
or his companion is a tribute to the deg'ts fine sense of discrimination between 
the subhuman and the human being. 

Yours very truly, 

oylvia Nesgher 
302 est 12 street 
New York, ".¥. LOOMS 

whelosures 
eopy of letter le ochiller and Lewis dated 12/4/56 
sentary on resiarks by Nicer 

soumentery on remarks by Jenner 
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oc: Jdward Jay “pstein, etc, 


